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Three University Art Professors Coeds Promote An
Renowned Don Cossack Chorus
Receive Prizes At NH Exhibition Interest In USAF
Will Perform Sunday In Dover
The Angels are in action once again
Koch Takes Highest Award
In Twelfth Annual Event
For Landscape Sketch

Ten Join Angel Flight Club
To Learn Military Protocol

Angel Flight initiated ten new mem
bers on Tuesday, Nov. 11 at the home
of Col. Starbuck, commander of the Air
Force ROTC. New members are Joyce
Gerri Glavin, Carolyn Musser,
EXHIBIT NEXT MONTH Kelly,
Anne Wicknertz, Donna Church, Jan
Janville, Pat Turnbull, Sally Healy,
Bamibi Stevens, and Meredith Pike.
Col. Starbuck, Capt. Finnegan, and
O'Reilly and Hatch Also
Capt. Thomson of the Air Force ROTC,
Honored For Best Paintings Dean McKoane, and officers of the Pease
Air Society Chose the girls for Angel
Flight. Junior girls who have a 2.5 ac
By Arolyn Benson
cumulative average and who show an
Three professors from the University interest in Angel Flight are considered,
A rt Department won prizes in the New
(continued on page 8)
Hampshire Art Association's 12th annual
exhibition at the Currier Gallery of Art
in Manchester, N. H , The prize-winners
were Arthur R. Koch, John W . Hatch,
'and John W , O’Reilly.
Mr. Koch won the City of Manchester
Art Award, the highest award of the
show, for his ink drawing of a landscape.
Mr. Hatch won one of two Currier Gall
ery prizes for his oil painting called
“‘ March Blizzard,” which was based on
the blizzard of last year. Mr. O ’Reilly
received one of four James W . Hill
Memorial Awards for his oil painting en
titled “ Summer, 1958.” Both Mr. Koch’s
and Mr. Hatch’s paintings were on ex
hibit at the library.

on campus. Twenty University coeds are
advancing and promoting interest in the
United States Air Force as auxiliaries to
the Pease Air Society, an honorary so
ciety of advanced Air Force RO TC ca
dets at Durham.
Ann Witherell, a senior from Welles
ley, Massachusetts and president of the
Angel Flight, announced this week the
election of ten new members, they in
clude : Donna Church, Gerry Glavin,
Sally Healy, Jan Janville, Joyce Kelly,
Carolyn Musser, Meredith Pike, Con
stance Stevens, Pat Turnbull, and Ann
Wicknertz.
In order to be considered for member
ship, the girls had to show an interest
in the Air Force and Angel Flight,
complete two years’ study as an under(continued on page 8)
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Work Progresses On New T.Y. Channel;
Two-Story Transm itter Building Completed

Jjf
By John Marr, Jr.
The Don Cossack Chorus and Danc
ers will perform at the W oodm an Park
Auditorium in Dover, next Sunday,
Dec. 7, at 3:00 p.m.
The Chorus, under the direction of
General Platoff, is conducted by Mr.
Kostrukoff. It has traveled on a total
of 107 ocean liners, visited 65 different
countries, and toured 6 continents.
They performed here at the University
only a few years back and were en
joyed very much. Being excellent
dancers as well as singers, the group
has become world famous for its sword
dance. They sing religious as well as
non- religious songs.

Hatch Has Record For Winning
The University is rightfully proud of
its Art Department because in addition to
the honor of having three award-winning
professors thTs year, entrants from this
campus have since 1950 consistently won
top prizes in the Currier Show. Mr.
Hatch himself has won every prize of
the contest.
The New Hampshire Art Association,
which sponsors this exhibition at the
Currier Gallery, is a loose organization
of most painters of professional standing
in New Hampshire, organized to promote
art in the state of New Hampshire. Mr.
Hatch is the president of the Association,
which has a membership of approximately
100. artists.

jjjjfell

The Don Cossack Chorus and D anc
ers made its first appearance in Am er
ica at the San Francisco W orld Fair
in 1939. Here they attracted an audi
ence of almost 3000. Since then, in only
19 years, they have played over 2643
concerts in the United States alone.
The entire Chorus consists of W hite
Russians and refugees. They are all
American citizensj now.
This performance in Dover is spon
sored by the Kiwanis Club o f Dover
for the benefit of the underprivileged
children of that city.
Tickets On Sale At Bookstore
Tickets are now on sale at the Book(continued on page 5)

Annual Mil Arts Ball Features
Adams5 Sixteen Piece Orchestra

One Judge Chose Top Seven
The major project of the Art Associ
ation is the Currier Gallery Exhibition.
This show is held annually in November.
The entries are judged by a jury, which
is usually composed of three men from
out of state. This year only one man
served as the jury — S. Lane Faison,
Chairman of the Department of Art at
Williams College in Massachusetts. The
Currier Show is his selection of 46 paint
ings out of 136 submitted. From these 46
paintings, Prof. Faison picked the top
seven prize winners.
Prof. Faison, in his Statement by the
Juror, says of the show, “ W hile the
dominant vein was abstract, what I con
sidered the three best pictures, all o f
Here Mr. Charles F. Halle, Chief Engineer of W E N H , new educational
them landscapes, were relatively conser television station, is shown supervising work at the transmitter site. Workers
vative. The ink, called “ Drawing” by
Arthur R. Koch, held its own against are here continuing work through rain and fog to drill the hole for the last
the competition o f my two favorite paint- guide wire anchor support, which should'be up by the time you read this issue.
(continued on page 8)
Photo by Purdy

Religious Guidance
Termed Inadequate
For Students Here
Two Full-Time Men Serving
Religious Need of 3600,
Says Vice-Pres Eddy

Pres. Johnson Crowns Queen
During Event Sponsored
By Military Societies
By Bette Lang
T he Thirty-Second Annual Mil Arts
Ball will be held in N. H. Hall on Fri
day, Dec. 5, at 9:00 p.m. This event is
jointly sponsored by the members of
Pease Air Society, Scabbard and Blade,
and Pershing Rifles.
On W ednesday afternoon, one of ten
candidates was chosen to reign over
the campus. The queen and her two
attendants were selected at a tea, given
by the Hart M odeling Agency of Bos
ton .
Fraternities Back Contestants
Each o f the ten girls was sponsored
by a fraternity. The candidates and
their sponsors are: Phi Mu Delta,
Linda Rudill; Sigma Beta, Merridith
Pike; Alpha Gamma Rho, Monet
M ink; Alpha Tau Omega, Anne Gavoni; Lambda Chi Alpha, Les Buckman;
Kappa Sigma, Jean Letendre; Theta
Chi, Ann W akefield; Theta Kappa Phi,
Carol Bellevance; Tau Kappa Epsilon,
Jean Frostead; and Sigma Alpha Epsi
lon, Gail Walker.
The Queen will be made an honorary
Colonel and her two aids will be made
honorary majors. President Johnson
will crown her highness at intermission
on Friday night. During this time Pie
pledges of the three military honor
societies will be initiated in colorful
ceremonies.

Dr. Edward D.. Eddy Jr., Vice-Presi
dent and Provost of (he University
asserts that “by and large, the church
is neglecting today’s college student.”
The statement is part of Dr. Eddy’s
welcoming address at a gathering of
clergymen on this caanpus, the Fifth
Annual New Hampshire Interfaith Con
ference. Dr. Eddy States that the or
ganized church “ is not making adequate
provision for religious 'guidance, particul
arly in the publicly-supported institu
tions whidh do not employ their own
chaplains.’”
He cites the fact that “at the Universi
ty — 3600 students are served by the
equivalent of two lull-time men — of
•whom one must spend a large amount
By Andrew Jackson
©f his time raising :funds for his salary
and his ^program.”
This week construction was started
The fact that religion is sometimes not
on the antenna and transmission tow er fashionable on campus should represent,
for W E N H -T V at Saddleback M oan ‘“ not a harrier, but a challenge,” accord
tain in North wood. The 436-foot tower,, ing to Dr. Eddy, who recently headed
reaching 1536 feet above sea-level, will .a nationwide -study -of character develop
provide coverage within a radius of ment in college -students.
about fifty-six miles.
Queen Appears On T V
In outlining some of this study’s re
Already completed at the base o f the sults, Dr. Eddy states that “ the practical
On Saturday the Queen will toUr
tower is the two-story, concrete trans minded .student, living in a pragmatic Pease Air Force Base and dine at the
mitter building. This will provide living world. .. - views religion as a mysterious
(continued on page 5)
quarters for the resident operators, and abstraction —• something .vaguely attrac
rooms for the broadcasting equipment. tive but not well understood” . But he
Signals from programs originating in adds that many students are looking
the Memorial Union studio are to be “sometimes with great .eagerness” for
relayed by way of a microwave system. ‘“a frame of references .for their lives” .
The sending antenna for this will be
■
“But this is not necessarily a religious
A ll students are responsible fo r know ledge
installed on the roof of the new library frame,” he says. “It is not so much a de
o f n otices appearing here.
within the next few weeks.
vice for a consistent philosophy of life,
MERRY
CH R ISTM AS
(but
as it is a means to self-identification.”
Fiherglass Wall Installed
watch those cuts). The Christmas
‘‘The strongest influence in shaping the
holidays start at 12:30 p.m., D ecem T o pick up these signals, part o f the religious faith of college student,” is per
her 20, and end at 8:00 a.m., Jan
wall has been cut away on one side of sonal contact . . It was .evident (from
uary 5.
the transmitter building, and a layer of our study) that the church has an over
See Rule 10.17 on. absences before
fiberglass inserted in its place. Behind riding obligation to place the right per
and after holidays, and fines for
this the microwave receiver is mounted, son in the position of working with stu
such absences.
resembling a cone-shaped radar anten dents. . . But it was also evident that
If you had an authorized absence
the church too often leaves the student
na.
during the $5.00 cut period before
This antenna then feeds the signals in the hands o f underpaid, poorly sup
or after Thanksgiving, or have such
and
sometimes Inadequately
into the four and one-half ton General ported,
an absence before or after Christ
Electric transmitter, which has an ef trained personnel.
mas vacation, please secure your
fective radiated power of 50,000 watts.
authorization as promptly as possi
Located in the same room will be a
ble, thereby helping to reduce the
Foreigners Plan Supper
I camera and other equipment necessary
number of unnecessary bills sent
; for operating the site as an independout.
The annual International Supper
! ent studio, enabling the main studio in
will be held Sunday, December 7,
G R A N ITE — Resittings for se
the Union building to be shut down
in the Community Church. The
niors are being held today only
when time is needed for rehearsals and
event, which will start at 5:30 p.m.,
(D
ecem ber 4) until 9:00 p.m. This
other purposes.
is sponsored by Christian Associa
is the last chance for seniors to be
Left to right are Professors O ’Reilly, Hatch and Koch of the Department
The microwave system will eventual
tion and the International Students’
pictured among the graduates; all
of the Arts. Each of the above won awards at the New Hampshire Art Asso ly be supplemented by a portable unit,
Association.
who have not yet submitted a pic
permitting
remote
broadcasts
from
any
Tickets are available now from
ciation’s 12th annual exhibition. Mr. Koch won the highest award of the show
ture are urged to report to New
point within twenty-five miles of the
members of both those clubs for
for his ink drawing of a landscape. Mr. Hatch and Mr. O ’Reilly both won transmitter in the same way that the
Hampshire Hall before closing time
$ 1 .00.
tonight.
awards for their oil paintings.
Photo by Came
(continued on page J)
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Construction Begins
On WENH Tower
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Skating Rink Open; Pershing Rifles
Notes . . .
Schedule Posted

W R A Notes
The Women’s Ski Club will hold it’s
first meeting on Thursday, Dec. 4, from
7 to 9 p.m. in the Alumni room of New
Hampshire Hall.
A new film will be shown called “ Ski
ing Skills for Beginners.” This will be
the first showing of the film which was
financed by the Central University Re
serve Fund and the Women’s Physical
Education Department. It is an interest
ing movie, in color. Photography was
handled by Miss Browne and the demon
stration by Miss Newman. Both women
are instructors in the Women’s Physical
Education Department.
After the film, refreshments will be
served and plans for this year’s activities
discussed.
The Skating Club will also hold their
first meeting on Dec. 4 at 4 p.m. The
group will first meet in the Alumni room
and then go out to the rink.
Inferhouse basketball practices finished
before vacation and now the games begin.
Be sure to know when your housing unit
plays and get out there to support it
whether you are cheering or playing.

Tomorrow night, at the Mil-Arts Ball,
Company H-12, Pershing Rifles, will
announce the selection of its first Hon
orary Sponsor. The Honorary Sponsor,
a University coed, is selected by the com
pany to represent it at social functions,
and to be a member of the official party
at all company activities.
At all events under the aegis of the
company, the Honorary Sponsor will be
the official hostess. She will also repre
sent the company in the competition for
the title of National Honorary Sponsor.
The judging in this competition will be
based upon beauty, charm, poise and
intellect.
As part of the Mil-Arts Ball, Persh
ing Rifles will present a ten-minute pro
gram. This will include the announce
ment of the new members of Company
H, presentation of Company H ’s new
Honorary Sponsor, and a special presen
tation by Captain Isenstein, in behalf of
the company, to a member of the cadre.
Following the ball, the company plans
to gather at Valle’s Steak House, in
Kittery, Maine.
Debaters Weigh Possible
Looking to the future, Company H is
planning to send a detachment to the
Control of Nuclear Arms
Pershing Rifles Invitational Drill Meet,
Brass Choir Entertains
The University Debating Society met
at the University of Illinois, to be held
The University Brass Choir, under the
the Bowdoin debating team Wednesday
after the first of the year.
direction of Dr. John B. Whitlock, played
afternoon, November 5, in a practice de
in Boston on Nov. 20, as part of the
bate with criticisms. The statement to
Class Ring Found
program of the New England Conference.
have been resolved w as: “ The further de
The three-day convention was held in
Whoever lost a class ring can recover velopment of nuclear weapons should be
the Statler-Hilton Hotel. The entertain it by calling Bruce Langlois, Alpha Gam prohibited by international agreement.”
ment was furnished by groups from a Col ma Rho, Durham 462, and identifying it.
On the affirmative team for New
lege or University in each of the six
Hampshire were Bettie Lyons and Har
New England States.
ris Arlinsky, opposed by Frank Mahncke
Maine was represented by the Bowdoin Union Plans Informal Dance and Pete Smith of Bowdoin. Simultan
College’ s Meddiebempsters; Vermont by
On Saturday night, Dec. 6, in the eously, a second debate was held on the
a Dance Group from Bennington Col Strafford Room of the Memorial Union, same resolution with Bob Cullinane and
lege ; Massachusetts by the Harvard there will be a dance sponsored by the Clyde Coolidge arguing the negative for
Band; Rhode Island by a Girl’s Octett Student Union from 8 to 11:45 p.m. The New Hampshire, while Ted Perry and
from Pembroke College; and Connecti familiar Hal Greggs Orchestra will be A1 Schretter defended the affirmative for
cut by the Wesleyan University’s Glee featured. The dance is informal, wool Bowdoin.
Club. The University Brass Choir repre dresses for girls and suits for men are
Although this was a non-decisive de
sented New Hampshire.
appropriate:. Admission is free.
bate, it was felt that much valuable ex
The group consists of the following:
Co-chair-men of the committee in charge perience was gained by both teams.
Carolyn Colby, Rodney Grondin and Tony of the dance are: Ellen Kadets and Emily
That same evening, Bowdoin met Phil
Marshall, trumpets; Joan Brewer and Haskins. Other members of the com lips Exeter Academy debating team for
James Robinson, Horns; Stuart Craig, mittee are: Dotty Hopkins, Fred Jgnon, a demonstrative debate.
trombone; John Wilkins, baritone; and Phil Arabie, Eleanor Baranowski, Bette
Thursday night, the University Debat
Mary Rasmussen, tuba.
Adams, Joan Burins, and Bill Fuller.
ing team entertained the Somersworth-

The Harry C. Batchelder Ice Skating
Rink behind New Hampshire Hall, has
been available for public use since Satur
day, November 29. It will remain open
until March 15, 1959.
The skating sessions have been posted
many places on campus. Skating hours
are: 8:00 to 10:30 p.m., Monday, Wednes
day, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday; 2 :00to 4 :30 p.m., Saturday and Sunday; and
10:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Saturday.
During scheduled hockey games, there
will be no public skating. Hockey games
are scheduled for the afternoons of De
cember 13, January 10 and 17, and Febr
uary 14 and 21; and the evenings of De
cember 17 and February 18.
There is a fee of 40c per session for
adults and 25c per session for children
under 16. A non-transferable, season tick
et may be purchased any time during
business hours at 03 Thompson Hall for
$5.00.
Those not complying with rink _regu
lations will be denied skating privileges.
So, please use the rink with the utmost
consideration for others.

Veteran's Corner Air Force Initiates
Officer's Training

GI Bill training opportunities have
been extended by a new law to World
War II and Korean War veterans whose
military discharges have been changed
from “dishonorable,” “ undesirable” and
the like to “honorable.”
The law gives W orld War II veterans
period of four years from the date of
whose discharges jhave been changed a
chance to start training under the World
War II GI Bill or a like period from
the date of the law’s enactment August
28, 1958. Korean War veterans will have
three years to begin training under the
Korean GI Bill.
V A explained that one of the basic
requirements of both GI Bills is a dis
charge under conditions other than dis
honorable. In some instances, the branches
of service have reviewed less-than-honorable discharges and have changed them
to honorable, whenever the facts war
ranted the change. But very often these
new honorable dis''u-"-ges came too late
for veterans to make use of their new
found GI _training opportunities, since
their deadlines for starting training had
passed. The new law gives them a re
newed opportunity to take GI training,
should they want it.
V A said that these veterans may apply
for GI training at any V A office. Along
with their applications, they should in
clude a photostat or certified true copy
of their new honorable discharge cer
tificate. Also, any V A office can answer
any of their questions as to eligibility.
F O O T -IN M O U T H D IS E A S E
One morning a Cleveland business
man’s secretary was showing off a
stunning new suit, her birthday present
from her family. Her boss stopped to
admire it, then went on into his private
office to greet a client who was wait
ing to see him.
“ Sorry to keep you waiting,” he told
his startled caller, “ but I was just ad
miring my secretary in her birthday
suit.”
_________ T H E R E A D E R ’ S D IG E S T

The United States Air Force through
the Air Secretary announced a new pro
cedure for obtaining commissioned officers
for the Air Force. Men selected under
this new program will be college gradu
ates with the highest specialized apti
tudes according to information published,
from the Air Secretary’s Office. In addi
tion to a college degree each candidate
must pass rigid Air Force mental and:
physical examinations and be a U.S. citi
zen between the ages of 20% and 27%.
An Air Force board of officers will make
the final _ selection. Once, selected, the
trainee will attend a three month Officer
Training School at Lackland Air Force
Base, Texas. Upon graduation, the Officer
Trainees will be commissioned as Second
Lieutenants, United States Air Force Re
serve.
The program is designed as a short
lead-time procurement source of com
missioned officers and it is estimated the
quota for next year will be 300 of which
approximately 100 will be channeled into
navigation training. Once commissioned,
the officer will serve for three years on
active duty with the Air Force. If a
trainee fails to complete the Officer Train
ing School he will be released from
active duty providing he has satisfied
his military obligation under the draft act.
The Air Force RO TC will not be cur
tained by the launching of the Officer
Training School. Those interested and
who will receive a degree during the
present schocfi year, should contact the
recruiting station nearest their residence.

NOTICE

From December 4th until the beginning
of the Christmas recess, the University
Bookstore will offer to the Campus a
Book Sale, containing a wide variety of
subject matter and titles. Also included
will be a selection of reproductions of
lithographs prints, and paintings of fa
mous artists. The New Hampshire will
publish a full list of titles, both books
Berwick Kiwanis Club at its weekly meet and prints next week.
Editor
ing at Rainbow Garden in Somersworth.
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All

*
Dec.

About Sex

in the

9

Suburbs!

The Tunnel O f Love
Doris Day

REALLY SOMETHING
TO WRITE HOME ABOUT
...FOR CHRISTMAS

Richard W idmark

C om ing W e d .,

Dec. 10

Cinem aScope!

C o lo r1

PARTY GIRL
Robert Taylor

Cyd Charisse

Thurs.-Sat.

Dec. 4-6

Tunnel of Love
(

starring

Doris Day

Richard Wicfmark

Sun.-Tues.

Dec. 7-9

The Defiant Ones
starring
Tony Curtis
W ed. -

,

Sidney Poitier

O NE DAY ONLY -

Dec. 10

Bulshoi Bullet
E. M . LOEW'S

C I V I C
THEATRE
Portsmouth, N. H.
REMINGTON
Rcttixtiic

GE 6-5710

Now thru Tuesday

Dec. 9

Jean Simmons
Hint for a Remington, ask for a Remington.
If it gets really desperate, buy a Remington
yourself (it’s worth it!). It’s the smoothest
electric shaver around!

R E M I N G T O N R O L L E C T R I C ® F O R M EN

R EM ING TON P R IN C E S S FOR W OM EN

A real man wants, and needs, a real man’s shaver . . .
a maw-sized Rollectric! Six diamond-honed cutters
. . . largest live shaving area of all! Exclusive Roller
Combs roll skin down, comb whiskers up to get your
Heavy Beard and Hidden Beard: whisker bases below
ordinary shaving level. You get close, fast, comfort
able shaves that last hours longer! 110V, AC-DC.

Gentle, feminine shaver. Petite, yet with four times
as much live shaving area as any other ladies’ shav
ing implement. Exclusive Guard Combs make it so
safe it can’t chafe; you can shave back and forth—
no need to worry about which side to use for legs or
underarms. You can apply a deodorant immediately.
Three chic colors: Ivory, Pink, or Blue. AC only.

p ro d u c ts o f

KcM nM M tiipttm ff& tm tL

C fe > f/r fc

& h a w /r ,

d iv is io n p f s p e r r y r a n d c o r p o r a t i o n , B r i d g e p o r t 2, c o n n .

in

Home
Before Dark
"The story of a wife denied."
Starts W ed.

Dec. 10

Filmed in color and in the Flesh.

Liane, Jungle Goddess
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John O’Reilly Speaks At The Honor’s Reception
Introduction:
This is the concluding section of the
speech presented to the Honor’s Re
ception by Mr. John O’Reilly, of the
Department of the Arts, on October
29th.

your own existence, being others, et
Approach To The Irrational
nesses. Like a lover, the artist gives his
Other Means
cetera. This denial gives to each se
“ The irrational has to be approached entire being in order to know himself
“
It
is
probable
that once existence is
parate self a quality of distinctness that
through empathy. Martin Buber said, and to reflect the moment of knowing known through one means, it can be
is the most precious gift o f having
in
his
work.
The
poet
Rilke,
who
knew
‘The primary word is I-Thou. The
achieved through all means, as we use our
lived. N o one else has this quality. Its
primary word I-thou can only be the greatest artists of his day, has this creative powers of contemplation to love
loss is a tragic loss since it can never
to
say
of
the
artist’s
sacrifice,
‘Tolstoy’s
spoken with the whole being. The
life and everyone and everything in it.
be replaced. Its non-fruition is even
primary word I-It can never be spok unedifying household, the discomfort of Let me restate here, Art is not the only
“ Reason cannot substitute for exist more tragic. T o die without having
Rodin’s
rooms,
it
all
points
to
the
same
en with the whole being.’
means toward this end. There are people
ence. It has never revealed us to our been a self is a terrible waste.
W hen I quote his I-thou word please thing: That one must choose either this one runs into occasionally who are alive
selves, nor has it revealed the secret
or
that.
Either
happiness
or
art.
And
Art’s Value
don’t misinterpret this to be the cur
o f art, of God, of love or a. multitude
indeed that is all so clear, so clear. The and can act as art does to open you up.
“ W hat does the term Existence rent popular slogan of togetherness. I great men have all let their lives become The sciences, especially fields like higher
of other things which can be known
want I-thou to stand for existence re*only irrationally. The most reason can mean? I can only say that I can’t de
overgrown like an old road and have mathematics, seem to do the same. Any
field demanding the total surrender of the
do is to act in its symbolic form as the fine it and I doubt if anyone else can. cognizing existence while both exist carried everything into their art.’
ences remain in absolute isolation. T o
self at the door of mystery will work
■communication of insights into exist Existence is life, the opposite of every
getherness has a horrible identity con
Art Stands Open Today
as well if the individual ventures through
ence. W e can and should use our p o thing our word symbols are. It is be
notation
that
should
be
avoided.
Bu
“ In the past, all the artists’s self-giving the door to search for self and not for
wer of reason as a tool to get to the yond the reach of rational thought and
ber’s thought suggests that the empa lay behind the images of art; but today success and hoped-for future security.
exeprience of existence, but not as a can only be known by having been ex
thy
device
used
to
approach
the
irra
perienced. If you have even given your
the artist in the anguish of his alone- Known, life becomes both beautiful and
truth substitute on its own.
tional is love.
ness, has tossed the images, the false terrible and absolutely free.
“ At the beginning of this talk I men self totally in love, to the arts or to
Difficulty Of Loving
beliefs away and stands eternally naked
tioned my inability to empathize with religious experience you have had a
Freedom Brings Suffering
individual concentration camp victims glimpse of what existence is. If not,
“ Freedom will make life a period of
“ H ow in the barrenness of our robot- on the wall, in the book or on the stage
while looking at pictures of piles of you can give yourself to The Brothers ing situation do we find this tool? The screaming alound the tragedy and beauty great suffering. The great paradoxes of
bodies in the normal way of viewing a Karamazov a number of times or go to majority of us are living as its and we of life and asking in turn for compassion existence, or irrationality and reason, are
picture. Once I broke this habit and Boston and surrender yourself for a few know that things aren’t capable of love. and love. At no time has art stood so going to clash. As a sharer with all in
turned the pictures at strange angles days to Van der Weyden’s painting of If you can’t sense this, recall this day’s open and ready to involve you in a re an I-thou awareness of each other, what
each individual existence seemed to the Madonna and St. Luke;' either way, actions and the lifeless objects you lationship, through love, with existence. does one do with the problems affecting
emerge from the mass and I was able you should eventually feel the defini were; mouthing and doing the things Schoenberg in his modern opera Moses society? If we commit ourselves to love
to empathize with them. This is men tion. Art, in its irrationality, is the you do day after day to satisfy the ego. and Aaron shows you what the artist is and life to save man, what do we do if
tioned again to imply that our rational closest symbol form man has to ex Despite the fact that man has had, and doing. He has Moses destroy all the the Russians don’t? Is it better for us
way of thinking forms habits which plain the irrational as existence. This for the most part has refused to use, peoples security images from the golden to surrender partial fragmentary freedom,
is why art has such a high value.
must be stopped if we are to be.
his tool since ancient times, we are at calf to the tables of the law. Then as or does this surrender jeopardize all free
The Artist’s Vision
a greater disadvantage that our prede he prepares to lead them into the desert, dom ? Can one kill to defend his own
Road To Self
cessors because we are minus deeply he tells them that there they shall achieve existence if it is threatened by another
“
The
other
night
I
watched
a
fly
“ I would like to approach the irra
their destiny — a union with God.
or does_ this action deny his existence and
believed
in beliefs. In the past, man
dying
on
my
floor.
It
kept
spinning
tional as a way to self-realization. I
with this man’s freedom, and become evil ?
could make an attempt to love his fel
Awakening To Selfhood
around
on
its
back
in
small
and
then
don’t refer here to the irrational as false
low creatures and his world, but he
Must Change Life
“ If the individual will risk this void
belief or nihilism, but as the felt means ■big circles with its feet futilely slash
usually had an absolute myth structure and dare to give himself irrationally,
to each man’ s existence. Our security- ing the air in an effort to right itself
“ I know that I have proved nothing
happiness symbols have to be sacrificed and somehow postpone death. It was through which this could be done, ab which means totally, to art he will re this evening and, of course, I cannot
stractly. Science has destroyed this aid turn one day from an encounter that will
in an acceptance of life as suffering a painful and pitiful thing to witness,
for us, leaving any hope for existence have revealed his own existence to him. attempt to answer the above questions
pain, and anguish. This doesn’t mean but how much more painful, tragic, it
since this is each individual’s responsi
through love in the hands of the indivi The total experience in the art will have
is
to
see
a
human
existence
that
had
that we are to live in a masochist’s pa
bility. Being, when you face up to it
dual. D ostoyevsky speaks of the great shamed him into awakening to his own
lived
in
the
fullest
destroyed.
If
we
are
radise, but rather that such an accept
and the questions that it involves, will
difficulty that those not practiced in aloneness. The act of recognition makes
ance of life is a commitment to the alive at all we must weep over the
be totally different from the present
love would have, on their own, in lov one aware of what it is to be a self.
hopelessness
of
this
kind
of
loss.
_
It
wonder of the self, of others and of all
dullness you live in. Once you see it,
ing the ugly, the deformed, the diseased Art as complete freedom frees us from
must
pain
us.
Through
this
suffering
existence. The awareness of your own
like Joan of Arc and her vision, you
and the backward, not to mention be all restraint and presents us with our
of
life
we
realize
its
beauty.
This
is
the
existence is the most exhilarating feel
can’t easily turn away. Let me leave
lievers in idea structures different from own freedom.
ing that one can. have and yet, as one vision that the great artists of the
you with a suggestion from the end of
theirs
or
an
emotional
attachment
to
world
have
seen
and
have
tried
to
Art
Reveals
of my students said recently, it is also
Rilke’s beautiful poem The Torso of an
a cruel nature.
awaken
in
us
through
their
work.
the moment in which one is most alone
“ I was reading Jung’s foreward to the Archaic Apollo. Having presented the
Validity Of Art
This is self and involves the suffering
Chinese mystery text the I Ching recent defaced fragment of the statue in all its
of the impossibility of being beyond
“ Undoubtedly there are numerous ly* This is a book of what we would beauty he describes this beauty within the
ways to find ourselves but two seem to term magic answers to most any question. torso staring out at you, ‘. . . until
Local Women Make Plans
stand out in our age: art and creative Through some chance device the question there is no place that does not see you.
science. Primarily because each, field er is .told to turn to such and such a You must change your life.’ ”
For Big Christmas Bazaar
has to do with the total giving of the numbered page in the book, where he
END OF SPEECH
T o all students:
On the weekend of November 21, the self to the irrational. Einstein has said, finds his answer in a riddle. Most Chi
Contributors to past March of Dimes
W e women of the Community Church, Association of College Unions, Region that, ‘The most beautiful experience nese think it pure magic, but to those
St. George’s and St. Thomas More’s I, held their annual conference here. we can have is the mysterious. It is who understand the book it is merely a campaigns made the historic Salk vac
wish to attend an invitation to all of Representatives of student unions from the fundamental emotion which stands means for self-knowledge. Jung says it’s cine a reality.. Nevertheless, much re
you to our first “ Fair Day in Durham, seventeen New England colleges attended at the cradle of true art and true sci ‘Like a part of nature, it waits, until it mains to be discovered about polio, For
to be held in the above churches on De and gained, it is hoped, a better perspec ence.’ I will restrict myself to the wav is discovered. It offers neither facts nor example, can the vaccine be made even
power, but for lover of self-knowledge, of more effective than 90 per cent? Can
cember 4, from 11-5 p.m.
tive on the problems encountered by their of art.
“ The first thing we can see in any wisdom — if there be such — it seems it be combined with other infant vac
Each church will have its own Christ organizations.
mas bazaar. Come and do your Christ
The main function of a student union study of art is that truth has never the right book.’ W e are surrounded by cines into a single series of shots? Can
mas shopping amid the hospitality of is to fill in the gaps left by other campus been found in the sense that it can be works of art that are ready to reveal a vaccine be developed to be taken by
Durham churches. You may choose from organizations. Because of this, it can talked about or explained. The images our existence to us in the same way, if mouth? These and other questions re
greens, food and candy, gifts, books, re vary greatly in size and range of activi at most offer insights by means of sym we would trouble to look. Art and the lating to polio demand immediate ans
ligious articles and the ever-popular white ties from college to college. Despite this bols into the art object itself. This is / Ching seem to offer as truth a mo wers. Support the 1959 March of
Dimes Tow ard Greater Victories.
elephant table. Someone will gladly help diversity, the purpose of student unions the deepest symbol of existence. The mentary understanding of being.
you with the difficult gift problem, and provides them with a sufficient common validity of a work of art lies in its
you may go on your vacation with all interest to make conferences like the one emotional content or degree of pene
Carberry Shoe Store
tration into existence.
Christmas shopping worries behind y ou ' held here very interesting.
MEADER'S FLOWER SHOP
In addition to the booths there will
The delegates arrived in Durham on
Gives Entire Being
A good place to buy shoes for the entire
be coffee and meals at the following Friday, Nov. 21. That evening, Dr. Her
CORSAGES OUR SPECIALTY
family for every occasion
“ A work of art for its creator is the
hours:
bert Ross Brown, Professor of English at
result
of
a
total
sacrifice
of
himself.
A
Coffee 11:00
St. Georges Bowdoin, spoke to them on “ Union-a
UPPER SQUARE, DOVER
10 Third Street
complete giving of himself to its creation.
Luncheon 11:30-l :00
Fundamental Educational Necessity.” A f
This
sacrifice
includes
all
life’s
securities,
W
e
Give
S&H
Stamps
Telephone
Dover SH 2-1165
Community Church terward they attended a dance at Com
everything we would call life’s happi
Buffet 12:15-1:15
St. George’s mons.
Tea 3-5:00
St. Thomas More’s
Dr. Eddy Speaks
Supper 5-7:00
Community Church
Saturday was the most active day of
Why not give your house-mother a
nice surprise! Take her to luncheon, tea, the conference. Eight discussion groups
or supper ? It would really start the thrashed out as many different facets of
Christmas Season for you and her, too! student union activity. A business meeting
2
1
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
2. Breathing
was held at noon, and in the evening the
ACROSS
ARE YOU KdDL
3. Kools for a
conferees heard Dr. Edward D. Eddy,
1. Desert plants
, fresher
KGDL AN SW ER !
10
Jr., Vice President and Provost of this
ENOUGH TO
11
6. Pair-up boats
taste all day
University, speak on “ The Role of the
10. Steverino
4 . Half a pack of
KRACK T H IS ? "
Union on an Expanding Campus.”
Kools
11. Cat chat
12
13
The host committee from our Student
5 . -----------------pickle
12. Italian city
(2
words)
Union, under the co-chairmanship of Har
13. Wild plum
6. Mornings
14
riet Squires and Joseph Eisenstein worked
14. A Gabor
15
(abbr.)
hard organizing the conference. They feel
15 . _____ de France
7. Dependent
that the results were well worth the ef
16. Blue panting
16
17
8. Switch from
19
fort, being especially helpful to delegates
18 I
19. It sustains the
“ Hots” t o _____
boom
from colleges just starting a student
9. The Adeline
20. Marriages are
union.
type
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Confer In Durham
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Tony's Bicycle Shop
Bicycles Built For Two

For Hire

Skates Sharpened, Parts and Accessories
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ROBERT P. ALIE
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Eyes Examined
Prescriptions Filled
Prompt Service on Repairs
of A ll Types
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CLEANERS
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Shirt Service

Good Company
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8:30 a.m. until 5:30 p.m.
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made fo r ____
22. The last word
24. The earlier
Henry Morgan
26. Postgrad degree
29. World govern
ment
30. Kools will
you
32. Thee and _ _ _
33. Car fare
35 .
its
ugly head
36. Beaut
37. Juicy jerk
39. Old
Portuguese coin
40. Fire, sack,
oust
41. Run against
43. Naturally
Kools are
46. Chinese laborer
47. A Dahl
48. Puts an edge on
49. U p ______

DOWN
1. Made a study
of a joint

17. Matchmaker
Kreuger
18. 39.37 inches
19. Go together
21. They call the
shots
22. Kool i s _____
most refreshing
cigarette
23. Kind of meeting
24. Type of dog
25. Cornered
(3 words)
27. Leading
28. Little
reputation
31. Girl’s name
34. Flavor
36. Beyond the
pale?
38. Horsey hockey
40. Soft-drink
flavor
41. Lieutenant’s
Alma Mater
42. A bit of
40 down
44. Table scrap
45. The thing
(legal)

What a wonderful difference when you
switch to Snow Fresh K O O L ! At once
your mouth feels clean and cool . . .
your throat feels smoothed, refreshed!
Enj oy the most refreshing experience
in smoking. Smoke K O O L . . . with
mild, mild menthol. . . for a cleaner,
fresher taste all through the day!
•'.OOL G IVE S YO U A C H O IC E -R E G U L A R ...
O R ...K IN G -S IZ E W ITH FILTER!
© 19 5 8, Brown & W illiam son Tobacco Corp.
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Cfje JSeto J)ampsfjtre
Every person may freely speak, write and publish on
all subjects, being responsible for the abuse of that liberty;
and in all trials for libel, both civil and criminal, the truth
when published with good motives and for justifiable ends,
shall be a sufficient defense.
Constitution of the State of Illinois: Art. II, Sec. 4.
P ublished w eekly
on Thursday throughout the sch ool year b y the students o f the U niversity o f New
H am pshire. Entered as second-class m atter at the post office at Durham, New H am pshire, under the act
o f M arch 8, 1879. A cce p te d for m ailing at special rate o f postage prov ided for in section 1103, act
o f O ctob er 8, 1917. A uthorized S eptem ber 1, 1918. S u b scrip tion : $3.00 per year.
A ddress all com m unications to T h e New H am pshire, M em orial U nion B uilding, Durham, New H am p
shire. Offices are open for the accep tan ce o f news stories from 7 to 10 p.m . on Sunday and M onday
and from n oon to 7 p.m . M onday through Friday. T elep h on e Durham 425. F or em ergencies ca ll S cott
B lak ey, F airchild H all or Pi K appa A lpha.
T h e New Ham pshire makes no claim to represent the opin ion s o f any group, on or off Campus in 
clu d in g the student b o d y or facu lty. A ll editorials are the opin ion o f the E d itoria l B oard. A ll m a
terial subm itted to T h e New Ham pshire b ecom es its property. A ll letters,
to b e printed, must be
signed, w ith names w ithheld on request.

Editorial Board
Scott Blakey ’59, Editor-in-chief.
David Snow ’60, Associate Editor.
Carol MacKenzie ’59, Business Manager.
L inda C h ick erin g ’ 59, Managing E d ito r ; Rae C ota ’ 59, Seniors News E d ito r ; A n n e Barbeau ’ 59, Carole
S ofron a s ’ 61, J oy Aspinw all ’ 59, News E d itors ; Alan V in cen t ’ 59, Sports E d it o r ; Carlotta Regan ’60,
Fashion E d ito r ; Carroll T ow le ’ 59, C ircu lation M anager; John Richards ’61, Advertising M anager; Sara
D u m d ey ’ 60, Secretary to the E d itor.

‘Who Controls Berlin . . . ’
“ Stripped of its excess verbiage and its propaganda lies, the
Soviet note on Berlin was an effort to undo a complex bargain
reached in 1944 and 1945 by the wartime allies who defeated Hitler.
“ Premier Khrushchev would like to end that part of the bargain
which he does not like: the existence of a W est Berlin as an is
land of freedom guarded by Western troops inside the Communist
bloc. By this effort, however, he calls into question the entire bar
gain, opening again for re-examination not only the status of Berlin
but all the related matters. If we look into these related matters we
may wonder whether Khrushchev is being wise, even from a Soviet
point of view.
“ One part of the Berlin bargain is certainly the actual exchange of
territory in early July, 1945, which first made it possible for Western
troops to enter Berlin. In exchange for what is now W est Berlin,
British and American troops retreated westward from the Elbe River
and turned over to Soviet occupation Thuringia and the adjoining
rich area of central Germany. W hen Khrushchev raises the question
of ousting W estern troops from Berlin, he implicitly raises the
related question of ousting Soviet and other Communist troops from
Leipzig, Erfurt, Halle, W eimar and the other cities and rural areas
which were first militarily conquered by Western troops and sur
rendered to Soviet control only as part of the Berlin bargain.
“ But the matters at stake go far beyond merely central Germany.
The Berlin bargain was implicit in the deliberations at the Pots
dam Conference. There the W est agreed to the temporary admin
istration of eastern Germany by the Polish State and promised to
support the permanent incorporation into the Soviet Union of
northern East Prussia, now known by the Soviet name of Kalinin
grad Province, but originally the Koenigsberg area.

Looking Around

Blue And White

“Traveling Around”
By Dick Shea
Over the weekend of November 21-23,
it was my great privilege to travel to the
University of Vermont with the debating
team to cover the Twelfth Annual In
vitational Debate Tournament sponsored
by U V M ’s Lawrence Debate Club.
Huge Production
Aside from the excellence of the de
bates themselves, the most impressive
facet of the tournament was (1) its
enormity, and (2) the efficiency with
which the tournament was administrated
by the U VM officials.
There were 1030 people officially in
volved. 52 Schools represented.'198 de
bate teams. 396 ddbaters. 99 debates go
ing on simultaneously. 99 coaches and
critic judges. 495 chairmen-timekeepers.
Plus 40 additional administrators.
There were 14 classroom buildings in
use for debates at one time. At no time
was there any confusion. They even used
walkie-talkies to co-ordinate all the de
bates and to get the results to the central
headquarters immediately after a result
had been decided upon. To top it off,
special cars were provided free of charge
to transport participants around the awk
ward city of Burlington.
So what am I trying to say? Simply
that a campus which is choking for want
of intellectual activity could well use
something of this sort. How many U N H
students have ever witnessed a college
debate? How many have ever cared
about debating enough to inquire into
local opportunities from Mrs. William
son, Room 305, T-H all?
And yet, how many of the same people
don’t like to talk?
Mayoralty Appreciated
Several greatly appreciated comments
have been received from readers in re
sponse to my inquiry to whether Mayor
alty is worth having every year or not.
Interestingly enough, every reply was to
the affirmative.
One reader suggests that the IFG im
pose a limit as tb how much money can
be spent by each participating unit for
the campaign. This is without a doubt,
one o f the best ideas I ’ve heard, but of
course it has a great liability — admin
istration.
Now I don’t say that the fraternities
aren’t honest (though this may be going
against the reporter’s aim of printing the
whole truth) but the fact remains that
there is an intangible called “ pull’’ ^which
enables some frats to receive gifts of
props, personal assistance, or what have
you, from helpful friends or alumni. Then
too, how is IFG going to determine ex
actly how much money has been spent?
Quite frankly, all they know is what the
fraternity tells them.

“ If Khrushchev can unilaterally renounce the Berlin part of the
Frosh Impressed
bargain, what reason exists for the W est to support the Soviet posi
The freshman class appears to have
tion in Kaliningrad or the Polish interest in the Oder-Neisse line? been greatly impressed with Mayoralty.
The answer is obviou s: no reason at all.
One such creature writes:
“ Speaking for President Eisenhower at Augusta yesterday^ Secre
tary Dulles made it clear we have no intention of abandoning the
people of W est Berlin. In addition, Secretary Dulles apparently
looks forward to discussing the entire German issue first with our
Allies and eventually with the Soviet Union. Regardless of the out
come of these discussions, the present outlook is that the Soviet
effort to force us to abandon Berlin will intensify over the weeks
and months ahead. W e suggest that before such pressure, with all
its incalculable consequences, is intensified, Khrushchev and his
advisers might do well to take another look. . . . ”

“ I was genuinely impressed with the
work and cooperation which obviously
went into the campaign. These activities
speak pretty well for the frats ( I ’m sure
he meant fraternities) involved; one feels
that he might like to be a part of some
thing as well-organized as this.”
He continues: “ . . . the _class of ’63
would probably be just as impressed by
the spectacle (as the class of ’62) . . .”
This is the point: give every freshman
class a taste of fraternity spirit while
they are .still (pardon the cliche) young
and impressionable.

This doesn’t mean aiming mayoralty
directly at the freshman class, but at
least keep them in mind before you de
cide it is unfeasible and/or unwise to
continue having the Mayoralty campaign
on an annual basis.

Shakespeare
Contrary to public opinion, Shake
speare is not academic conspiracy. Stu
dents, teachers, and professors have never
had, nor care to have, full copyright
on the works of the world’s most famous
poet. Some citizens have undoubtedly felt
that we should confine Shakespeare to the
campus, that we should leave him in the
classroom as one might leave one’s cares
in church. Many students have prayed
for just the opposite condition. So brilli
ant a figure as Tolstoy thought that the
world with respect to Shakespeare was
suffering from a delusion comparable
only to the earth’s being flat. Despite
these many reservations, 1958 finds Shake
speare more popular in the world of Man
than at any other time in his rather
eventful career. The Bard of Avon, were
he alive today, could boast of festivals
devoted entirely to his own works in
England, Canada, and the United States.
No other poet can make that statement!
The boards of the theater, however, are
not his only modern stage. No doubt some
part of his present day popularity is the
direct result of the master’s becoming a
Hollywood writer.
Because of the liberties taken by Time
and Space, Shakespeare needed a collab
orator to make good on the coast. In
fact, he had to return to his native Eng
land to find his most successful partner,
Laurence Olivier. In 1942, armed with
$2,000,000 and a vision, Olivier, between
blitzes, began filming Henry "V. Olivier’s
attempt to film Shakespeare was not the
industry’s first such venture, but it was
far and away the most successful. The
success of the film was founded on Oliv
ier’s vision, a vision based on the words
of the poet whom he was translating to
the screen. He listened to the Chorus
opening the play w ith:
“ O, for the muse of fire, that would
ascend.
The brightest heaven o f invention,
A kingdom for a stage, princes to act
And monarchs to behold the swell
ing scene!
. . .
can this cockpit hold
The vast fields of France? May wre
cram
Wiithin this wooden O the very
casques
That did afright the air at Agincourt. . .”
And saw the “muse o f fire” as the movilamp. This “brightest heaven of inven
tion” could behold the swelling scene

By Barbara Mahan
The second presentation of the Blue
and White series held on Tuesday, N o
vember 18, featured the talented Beaux
Arts Trio. This celebrated ensemble in
cluding Daniel Guilet, violinist, Bernard
Greenhouse, cellist, and Menahem Pressler, pianist, lived up to its world famous
reputation, completely enthralling the
audience for two and a half hours. The
musicians, each a master in his own in
strument, contributed their talents to the
making of one harmonious unit.
The evening began with selections from
Beethoven’s Trio in E-Flat. The confident
boldness of the opening movement cap
tured the attention o f the audience.
Rhythmic perfection was carried through
the selections, beginning with the con
fident boldness of the opening movement
and ending with the up-skipping theme
of the Finale — Presto.
In the second part of the program the
Trio featured the works of Ravel.
Throughout this portion, one could feel
the different emotions expressed through
music. The selections were notable for
their clearness of style and depth, which
was achieved through /stark simplicity.
The music ranged from fast rhythms to
(continued on page 5)
and, by dissolving the walls of the
“ wooden O” of the Elizabethan playhouse, could illuminate all the fields of
Agincourt. When “ the Chorus as spokes
man for the poet requ'ests the audience to
“ Think, when we talk of horses that
you see them.
Printing theiir proud hoofs i’ the re
ceiving earth;
For ’tis your thoughts that now must
deck our kings,
Carry them here and there. .
Oliver has us ride the camera with Harry
and his men and by its magic eye has
our lazy eye transported from England
into France.”
Olivier’s success as a translator was in
part the result of his success as a col
laborator. His attitude towards the words
of the poet are in his statement to Daniel
Schwartz during an interview in which
Olivier was describing the enthusiasm of
a group of Welsh miners as they waited
in line for tickets to a performance of a
Shakespearean play by a local company.
“ I ’m sure they don’t understand large
parts of the play,” he told Schwartz.
“ The acting is ordinary if not bad. They
could spend the night at the pubs if they
wanted to. No, it’s the .rhythm of the
verse that draws them, the cumulative
effect of the poetry. If lifts them, ex
cites them, even when they don’t under
stand it.”
Having heard the word, Olivier was
free to focus on the miracle of the lens.
Shakespeare has definitely gone Holly
wood; and we here in Durham, during
the month o f December, will be able to
see three o f these films, Henry 5, Caesar,
and Romeo. Our festival will perhaps not
compare favorably with the stages of the
Straffords of the English speaking coun
tries, but it wiill be Shakespeare.

G IV E M E A B R E A K ON A C O F FE E D A T E

W hy when you order a cup of coffee for any coffee date,
T hey’ll light a cigarette, gab a little, but a sip of coffee,
No,.they hesitate.
Look around, powder their nose, listen to the juke box blare
Run over hither, look thither, but never a sip I swear.
Do you like history? So and so’s great,
Or, by the way why were you late?
Look, my friend, to you my hat I’ll doff-ee
Just please, please, scoff-ee up that coffee
Your crackers they love, devour them greedily,
Oh yes, your hamburg, they’ll eat easily,
(Reprinted from “ The New York Times,” Dec. 1, 1958).
Letter To The Editor
But at their coffee cup I gaze with awe,
Don’t you like coffee? Are you sick? Do you want a straw?
To the Editor
W ill we recognize East Germany on Khrushchev’s plan, as this
But have you noticed, again time and time?
For the purposes of clarification for
is, regardless of all other ideas, his most immediate aim. Or on some
of our readers I would like to H ow fast the cup empties when they’re on their own dime?
the other hand, should we “ negotiate” with Russia over Germany explain my role in the Referendum ballot
Arthur Gwynne
you printed Thursday, November 20. I
as has been proposed from some quarters?
The answer to these queries should be fairly obvious in the light
of past, as well as present, experiences. A t the present time we
should not recognize East Germany, in her present position as a
mere suzerine of the Kremlin. (She has yet to gain the independence,
order of government, and economic influence that China has achiev
ed.) Neither should we begin moves or implications to de-militarize
W est Germany, which will give up the last possible chances of re
moving the yoke from Hungary and the other satellites. Our posi
tion should be one of firm, even unbending, diplomacy, more ag
gressive moves for free elections etc., — to force Russia to an
agreement without having to pay the high prices she usually de
mands. Let the Soviets know that we too can play her kind of game
if need be — it is time to end the myth of kindly, old, sweet Ameri
ca who would not think of upwacking her neighbors. An ease-up
and removal of troops from East Germany would cause an easeup, perhaps, in the other satellites, also leaving a ‘buffer zone’ be
tween the placements of the US and the U SSR in Europe.
W e should not seek our strong diplomacy, however, by giving
nuclear weapons to W estern Germany. The same would be as
easily done by Russia for Eastern Germany, and not to mention
her allies in the middle East.
Germany is another stop in contemporary Russian policy — keep
ing the world in a political turmoil and the elimination of third
powers (China) and national uprisings (H ungary). Our only re
course now, is to negotiate as best we can, one eye on the future,
with a firm hand and a steady but humble show of strength.
It would be well to remember in criticism, though,a statement
of the late Joseph Stalin: “ W h o controls Berlin controls Germany.”
And Germany lies at the most W estern end of that vast plain, the
steppes.

Correction
Ed. Correction: Due to a typographical error which went unchecked until too
late, the ad appearing on page 2, Strand Theatre, “ The Bulshoi Bullet” is in
reality “ The Bolshoi Ballet.” W e apologize and hope we have not shaken
foreign policy with our neighbors across the pond.

was asked by a representative of the edi
torial staff if I would be willing to count
the ballots of the Referendum. I was
asked to do this to lessen the possible
doubts in the minds o f some people as to
whether or not the ballots had been actu
ally counted or the tally tampered with.
As a service to the newspaper and as a
request for validity as to the number of
ballots cast, I agreed to do _ this. In
agreeing I did not infer anything more
or less than the request made to me,
nor did I picture myself assuming any
other role.
The Student Senate has voted on the
question of a class council and the ques
tion of finances and has affirmed both of
these. I am bound by the Senate’s wishes
and have tried to fulfill its desires. My
oersonal attitude also supports the issue.
(Although this has no direct bearing on
the question, I mention it merely to ex
plain that I do not personally hold an
opinion contrary to the Senate body.)
It has been suggested by a few that
by counting these ballots I appear to have
gone contrary to the Senate’s wishes or
that the Senate has not made_ a definite
stand on this question. I think rather
that the content of the ballot has no bear
ing on the tally of the number of ballots
and the number of yes and nos for each
question. I take no responsibility for the
subject matter of the referendum, the
procedure in voting, the validity of_ the
issue, or the wording o f the questions.
The New Hampshire explained this in
the editorial of November 20. It is
fallacious thinking to assume that this
referendum necessarily has any direct
correlation with the actions taken by the
Senate. The only thing I take responsi
bility for is the tally of the ballots —
something I would do for any group that
so requested it.
Sincerely,
David R. Decker
President Student Senate
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Red Face
By Phil Palmer

Johnny Gannon sat on the forward and on to the lower corner of the big
edge of the cushioned chrome chair with dance floor. They were dancing a fast
his elbows winged out on the square polka, and as Johnny apologized for hav
Lord Clement Attlee, the “ Old P oll white table and his face wedged between ing been nearly knocked down, another
tician” or “ elder Statesman” , call him his curled fingers. Mrs. Reilly was nurs couple bumped him from the rear.
what you will, proved his right to either ing the last of Rum Collins she held in
The long porch was empty except for
title before the eager crowd at New both hands. Bib Reilly and Eddie, com a pair of lovers at the far end. The
Hampshire Hall Thursday, Nov. 20'. ing in from the upstairs men’s room, were September air was clean. The 6th and 7th
Lord Attlee was every inch the politi laughing at some private joke as they Fairways were different shades of gray
cian as he refused to commit himself sat down to the table. Johnny watched at this hour and the outline of Mt. Wake
to anything but the idea of recognition Leo load the large aluminum tray with field stood against swirling clouds that re
o f Red China by the U. S.
empty glasses and raise it to the balanc flected a hidden moon. He leaned on the
The future of Europe, the topic un ing level with an easy, half circular mo rail, looked blankly into the night, and
der discussion, became the future of tion. It rested securely on the tips of the filled in the rest from memory.
the world, which is dependent on tole fingers and thumb of his left hand.
It all started with the promotion. Onerance, and the way of tolerance which Johnny lifted the full ash tray auto seventy a week is a fair start in life,
is democracy. A world Federal Govern matically as Leo wiped the table clean even if you don’ t like the job. Auditors
ment is needed. The initiative of which with two rapid swipes of the damp don’t like their job and people don’t like
is to be taken by the U. S. because of towel.. “ Thanks” , Leo said, and Johnny auditors — you can’ t win, so drink, John
its experience and its resources. No answered with a quick smile.
ny. Get loaded, that will square every
other country is capable. Y ou can not
Leo set the tray on the table and thing. And because you can’ t take it out
make a heaven for yourself and tell the waited patiently as the three 'men out- on the office manager, go home and kick
rest of the world to go to hell, etc, etc. shuffled each other. Johnny finally order the Hell out of the kids. It’s important
I am not, mind you, indifferent to ed out of turn. “ All the way” , he said. to shoot golf in the respectable 80’s and
what Lord Attlee said, but I was in Eddie spoke up loudly, “ Tell Doc to put to know the right people. And Commit
deed disappointed in the convocation. some liquor in them, will y ou !” What to t e e s — Johnny, don’ t forget Committees.
I and others like me, who had attend Hell does he think this is a Pollyanna You must be civic minded. Miss three
ed, with the desire to receive a keen Cluib?” Everybody chuckled except John Rotary meetings in a year and you’re out
insight into European affairs, given by ny who was in no mood for Eddie’s hu — can’t have that. No self respecting
a capable and able personage, left with mor. Leo half smiled, took Johnny’s ten man would get booted out of the Rotary
smiles of amusement at the droll sense and left.
Now would he, Johnny? Somebody has
o f humor displayed by the English lord.
“ Silent Cal” , Eddie remarked, tipping to be an auditor and besides, thirtyL ord Attlee as an ambassador of good his head in Leo’s direction. Eddie was three is late to stqrt something new,
will was magnificent, as an imparter a real funny man, Johnny thought, at You haven’ t the guts anyway, and you
of knowdedge, deficient.
just anybody’s expense. Moose Reilly, know it. You’ve been going to quit that
That night at North Congreve the still laughing, said, “ Yeah, that’s a good job for the last eight years, but you’ll
ex-prime Minister answered some ques one- Pollyanna Club” . Having got the hang on with your fingernails. That’s
tions, parried others, and refused com  attention he wanted, continued with his a pretty nice wagon you drive. Six pay
pletely to answer still others. W hen story: “There’s this fellow named Pierre ments left at $92.50 — close to six
asked about the organization of W orld and his half-breed wife, Marie, and they hundred bucks. And that’s no dingy flat
Federation he answered in vague have this cabin on a lake, see. . .” Reil you’re living in — right on “ Bible Hill
terms; when asked how this was to he ly’s little wife, Gladys, was in her usual — stay with it old man. . .
brought about between governments eleven o’clock condition, a state during
“ For whatd For what!” Johnny said
which are not exactly intimate he re which she would suddenly reacquire a aloud, startling himself. He walked the
plied; “ by pressure brought to bear on southern accent picked up in Miami three length o f the porch, down the spikethese governments by its people” .
years before. “ Oh, Malcolm” , she drawled, marked stairway to the lower porch and
I wonder how Mr. Krushchev might “ we’ve all heard that one at least a dozen into the locker room. Eddie, only two
react to that?
times. Now, go get my purse from the basins to the right, splashed cupped
Lord Attlee did in a little get-to rear seat.” Big Moose Reilly hurriedly hands of water to his face as he babbled
gether at the Alumni R oom of New re-lit his cigar. Patting his wife on the something about the music. Johnny didn’t
Hampshire Hall give a brief lecture on shoulder affectionately, he whispered, get it but said, “ Yeah, that’s right” . The
the British Parlimentary System and “ Sure, sure, okay dear, I’ll be right paper towels were gone so Eddie used
answered questions on its workings, back.” His puffy face reddened a hit from his handkerchief. As he left he said, “ I
but as to world affairs, the 5th amend embarrassment as he stood up and ner need a drink” . Johnny shouted after him,
men,t was continually invoked. The vously adjusted light blue trousers to “ Order two” and stood looking into the
good lord would not be pinned down. about midway on his large stomach big unframed mirror which dominated the
Smiling and nodding, he angled out wall over the wash basins. It reflected a
through the crowded little tables toward rustic rock wall, so common in country
Blue and White . . .
the parking lot exit.
club locker rooms. Moments passed be
(continued from page 4)
“ The poor slob” , Johnny said almost fore he became fully aware of the face
slow sensuous melodies. The Violin and aloud. Looking intensely at the little framed by an open white collar, loosened
the cello excelled in the Finale — Anime. rat-faced woman who had more lipstick tie, and neatly parted black hair, dis
Mendelssohn’s Trio in D Minor made than lips, Johnny wondered what strange heveled in the front. The outer lines
up the third and final part of the pro power she held over big Reilly. It must be faded into the background as he focused
gram. The delicate beauty of form, grace sex, he concluded, and ground out a newly on the bony and expressionless red face
and finish made this the highlight of the lit cigarette into the overflowing ash which appeared unreal until he purpose
evening. The piano had a full share in tray. Occasional blusters of polite laught- ly blinked. The eyes were two fixed
the deposition of ideas, bringing out the -er accompanied Eddie, who was ma black spots :set into a background of dirty
lively measures of the Scherzo.
neuvering from table to table. Gladys white and pink. With pity and hate, he
I am sure that all who attended this blew frequent, long, thin cones of smoke looked at the face: he wanted to run
performance of the Beaux Arts Trio feel from her gaudy lips in a kissing pose, away from it.
as this reviewer does when I say that until the cigarette burned to the slender
You’re no different than the rest, John
words are all too vague and indefinite to ivory holder that she held level between ny. Run that race. Be a big shot. You
ably express the aesthetic experience re the first two long fingers of her left want happiness old man? Buy it. You
ceived from their rendition of this classi hand. Her right hand, held slightly above don’ t have enough money? Make some
cal music.
the table and limp at the wrist, looked more.
like an eagle claw. Leo suddenly appeared,
Overhead the orchestra was playing,
unloaded the tray of drinks, replaced the “ Your Cheating Heart” and the sound of
Don Cossack . . .
full ash tray and handed Johnny $6.60. shuffling feet from the ceiling grew in
(continued from page 1)
Johnny put the two bills in his pocket creasingly lounder until all that was left
store and the W ildcat here in Durham. and gave the change back to Leo, who of the music was a heavy monotonous
The prices are $1.00, $1.50, and $2.00. smiled half bowed and seemed to fade downbeat. The laugh that echoed down
Next Sunday, the first weekend back away.
the narrow stairway became unbearably
from vacation., would be an excellent
Johnny downed the double bourbon in lohd. Johnny started to sweat. He
time to invite your parents to attend two gulps, said, “ Excuse me” and with imagined that his head was shrinking,
this wonderful show. It will truly be out waiting for an answer, headed for and it hurt. Still looking at the image,
a very delightful experience for them the lower porch. He passed between the he said through closed teeth “ You lousy
as well as for yourself.
McGrath’s table and Dr. Reed’s party coward” . For several moments, his arms
By Irving Rothstein

A r r o w cotton
W a s h -a n d -W e a rs
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hanging limply from rounded shoulders,
he stared at his own sickly grin. He took
a long deep breath, expanded his chest and
yelled, “ You fake bastard!” With a force
he could not recognize as his own, his
first reaching for the face behind the
glass, he shattered the mirror. The red
face exploded and pieces of it fell into
the wash basins and tinkled to the floor.
His laughter echoed from the cement
wall. For a brief moment he was as warm
as the blood that seeped from his lacer
ated fingers and ran down his rigid arm.
He was fascinated by the fringed red
polka dots that multiplied on the clean
white porcelain. He looked curiousR at
the specled raw flesh until it began to
gush. As if to erase red face forever,
he wiped his bloody hand dramatically
across the blank beige wall where the
mirror had been. But the intense bloody
blotch became painfully symbolic. John
ny turned away and said, “ I need a
drink” .

WENH . . .
(continued from page 1)
main studio signals are sent. This will
add programs of regional interest to
the standard fare of cultural and educa
tional programming.
Channel 11 also plans to rebroadcast
selected shows from channels 2, 3, and

Mil Arts . . .
(continued from page 1)
Officers’ Club that evening. Thursday
evening from 6:30 to 6:45 p.m., she
will appear on W M U R -T V , Manches
ter. Films from the ball will be shown
on that station on Monday night.
Bob Adam s’ sixteen piece orchestra
will be featured at the Ball, on Friday
evening. The band has just completed
a tour of eastern colleges and univer
sities.
New Society Sponsors Ball
This is the first year that all three
of the University’s military societies
have sponsored Mil Arts weekend. The
newly formed _ Pershing Rifles joins
Pease Air Society and Scabbard and
Blade in presenting the University’s
first big weekend of the year. The hall
will be decorated with the emblems of
the three organizations.
Tickets, at $4.25 per couple, may be
obtained from any member of Pease
Air Society, Scabbard and Blade, and
Pershing Rifles. They are also on sale
at the W ildcat and the Bookstore. T ic
ket chairman, Jack Kopka has announc
ed that ticket- sales are ahead o f last
year’s already.
The weekend will end with parties
at the fraternities. Bob Sylvia, chair
man of Mil Arts, says “ plans are pro
gressing ahead of schedule

with
OnCampusMaxShulm
an
(B y the Author o f “ Rally Round the Flag, B o y s! "and,
“ Barefoot B o y with Cheek.” )

THE GIFT HORSE
I know how busy you are—studying, going to class, catching
night crawlers—but let me interrupt your multifarious activi
ties—studying, going to class, helping old grads find their
dentures after Homecoming—to remind you that busy as you
are—studying, going to class, searching for meat in the dormi
tory stew—time and tide wait for no man, and the Yuletide will
soon be upon us. Busy or not, we must turn our thoughts to
Christmas shopping. Let us, therefore, pause for a moment in
our busy schedules—studying, going to class, rolling drunks—
to .examine a number of interesting gift suggestions.
We will start with the hardest gift problem of all: What do
you give to the person who has everything? Well sir, therefol
lows a list of a half dozen gifts which I will flatly guarantee the
person who has everything does not have:
1. A dentist’s chair.
2. A low hurdle.
3. A street map of Perth.
4. Fifty pounds of chicken fat.
5. A carton of filter-tip Marlboros.
6. A carton of non-filter Philip Morris.
“ What?" you exclaim, your young eyebrows rising in wild
incredulity. “ The person who has everything does not have
cartons of filter Marlboros and non-filter Philip Morris?” you
shriek, your young lips curling mockingly. “ What arrant non
sense!” you rasp, making a coarse gesture.
And I reply with an emphatic no! The person who has every
thing does not have filter Marlboros and non-filter Philip Morris
—not for long anyhow—because if he has Marlboros and Philip
Morris and if he is a person who likes a mild, mellow, fresh,
flavorful cigarette—and who does not? eh? who does not?—
why, then he doesn’t have Marlboros and Philip Morris; he
smokes them. He might possibly have a large collection of
Marlboro and Philip Morris butts, but whole Marlboros and
Philip Morris? No. An emphatic no!
Now we take up another thorny gift problem: What do you
buy your girl if you are broke? Quite a challenge, you will agree,
but there is an answer—an ingenious, exciting answer! Surprise
your girl with a beautiful bronze head of herself!

e a rn t h e ir w a y
th ro u g h c o lle g e

W h y spend date money sending
shirts hom e? Just wash and dripdry these Arrow cotton w ash-andwears and y ou ’re ready to go.
O n ly A rro w offe rs so w ide a
yange: your favorite styles of col
lars and cuffs in oxford and broad
cloth, in white, solids and patterns.

Oh, I know you’re not a sculptor, but that doesn’t matter. All
you have to do is endear yourself to your girl’s roommate, so
she will be willing to do you a favor. Then some night when
your girl is fast asleep, have the roommate butter your girl’s
face—quietly, so as not to wake her—and then quietly pour
plaster of Paris on top of the butter and then quietly wait till it
hardens and quietly lift it off—the butter will keep it from
sticking—and then bring you the mold, and you will pour bronze
in it and make a beautiful bust to surprise your girl with!
Remember, it is important—very important—to endear your
self to the roommate, because if anything should go wrong,
you don’t want to be without a girl for the holiday season.

A n d ev ery sh irt fe a tu res e x 
clusive Arrow Mitoga®-tailoring.
$4.00 up.

Cluett, Peabody & Co., Inc.

^ R R O tV *f ir s t in fa s h io n

© 1958 Max Shulman

*

vlte College Shop
P. O. Block

Durham, N. H,

*

*

Your gift problem is no problem if you will give Marlboros
to your filter smoking friends and Philip Morris to your non
filter smoking friends. Both come in soft pack or flip-top
box; both are made by the sponsor of this column.
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Don Trimble Makes All Yankee Conference
Scenes From The Sidelines

End, Pete Stewart, Awarded Berth
On Second All - Conference Team
Roger Pearson, quarterback for the
University of Rhode Island, and Roger
Ellis, center for the University of
Maine, are the only repeaters on the
Yankee Conference all-star team as se
lected by the coaches of the six New
England state universities. Maine led
in the balloting by placing four men on
the first team while Connecticut, which
w on the Bean Pot, symbolic o f the
conference championship, had three se
lections.
Connecticut’s failure to place more
men on the top team despite its easy
romp to the title can be attributed to
its wealth of manpower. N o less than
seven UConn backs were named by the
various coaches for recognition and as
a result none with the exception of
fullback Norm Chaban received the ne
cessary ballots for top honors. Five
UConns made the second team.
Pearson, the league’s leader in total
offense a year ago with an average of
118.5 yards per game, upped his pro
duction to an average of 121.7 yards
per contest this year. Ellis, the 6-2, 215
pound senior for the Black Bears, was
almost a unanimous choice to repeat
in the pivot position.
Joining Pearson and Chaban in the
first team backfield are W ayne Champeon, the little 5-8, 145-pound speed
ster, from Maine and Don Brown,
hard-running halfback from Rhode
Island. Brown, a 6-foot, 194-pound
junior from Peace Dale, R. I., led the
conference with an average o f 7.5 yards
per carry.
Niles Nelson, a senior from W in 
chester, Mass., caught the eyes o f the
coaches for his defensive end play for
Maine and T om Conroy, a 6-2, 186pound sophom ore from Connecticut,
was named to the other end spot.
H arold Violette of Maine and Don

UNH Should Hare Soccer

Trimble of New Hampshire, both
juniors, were selected for the tackle
spots while seniors Bill W allner of
Connecticut and Bill Goodwin of Mass
achusetts were chosen for the guard
positions.

BY A L VINCENT

A L L Y A N K E E C O N FE R E N CE
F O O T B A L L SQ U AD
First Team
E
E
T
T
G
G
C
QB
HB
HB
FB

Thom as Conroy
Conn.
Niles Nelson
Maine
Harold Violette
Maine
D on Trimble
New Hampshire
W illiam W allner
Conn.
W illiam G oodwin
Mass.
Roger Ellis
Maine
Roger Pearson Rhode Island
W ayne Champeon
Maine
Donald Brown Rhode Island
Norman Chaban
Conn.

E
E
T
T
G
G
C
QB
HB
HB
FB

Barry O ’ Connell
Conn.
Peter Stewart New Hampshire
Frank M orey
Rhode Island
Joseph Llodra
Conn.
Lou Varrichione
Mass.
Charles Eberback
Maine
Paul Scagnelli
Conn.
Harry Drivas
Conn.
Philip DeSantis
Conn.
John W elch
Maine
Edward Richardson
Mass.

Kennedy, Escajadillo

Second Team

Soon after Christmas, Macy’s in New
York had a visit from a boy returning
a large doll, which he traded for an
arsenal of water pistols. “ Who on earth
would give you a doll?” he was asked.
“ My uncle,” he replied patiently. “ He
always does. He thinks I’m a niece.”
— The Reader’s Digest

Soccer Action

“Anyone who likes p e o p le —and
selling—would like my job”
When Robert C. Schropp was a senior
at the University of Omaha, he had
definite ideas about his future.
“ I wanted a job dealing with people
—in sales or the personnel field,” says
Bob. “ When the Bell interviewer ex
plained how much emphasis the tele
phone companies put on sales and
customer contacts, I knew immediately
that was for me.”
Bob graduated with an A.B. degree
in Business in 1954, and went immedi
ately with Northwestern Bell Telephone
Company, in Omaha. Today, he is a
sales supervisor with seven men report
ing to him. His group is responsible
for recommending and selling com
munications facilities like PBX switch
boards, “ hands free” speakerphones

and “ push button” telephone systems
for all kinds of businesses.
“ This is selling at its best,” says Bob.
“ Customers respect the telephone com
pany and the advice and service we can
offer them. So they welcome our visits.
And I’m getting valuable experience in
business operations and in supervision
that should help me move ahead.

The sports lag- at New Hampshire is just about to cease. W ith
the^ football season ended the winter athletic teams are making
their final preparations before entering their respective campaigns.
The W ildcat Basketball team enters its first game of 'the season
this week. The club last year had a successful season with a 10-10
record. They should be much improved over last year’s club. The
Pucksters, after having a banner season last year, 13-3, will meet
their first opponent, M.I.T., on the 16th of December. N ow that the
first snow has fallen here at U N H the ski team will be working
toward their coming meets. All the frosh teams will also begin
to think seriously of their ensuing tilts.
Before closing out the fall scene entirely there is still one more
matter that should be looked into. This is the little known but
very important International Students Soccer team. The ISA has
been sponsoring this club for the past two years. They have been
supplying the club with the equipment that has been needed. The
ISA has also done all' the scheduling and publicity for the team.
The International Students Association has done yeoman service in
holding this sport together.
Soccer is a very fascinating and interesting contest to witness.
It combines many skills that are difficult to learn, especially with
out proper attention. The team that has been representing U N H is
made up of mostly students from outside the United States. These
boys have learned the game in their respective countries.
The international flavor of Soccer does not have to continue at
New Hampshire. The club would welcome any additional support
from the rest of the student body. In the next few years their should
be much additional help and enthusiasm for soccer coming to the
campus. In our state alone soccer has become a major sport. Most
of the smaller high schools, that do not have a football team are
now supporting soccer clubs. The students participating in this
high school sport should shortly be entering UNH. Since many of
these boys are going to be coming here than the school might as
well capitalize on them. W ith the steady matriculating of foreign
students to the campus and this new source of supply we should
be able to field an able team.
There would be little trouble finding other clubs to play. Both
the teachers colleges in the state have soccer teams while New
England College over in Henniker has a very good team. All the
Ivy League Colleges sponsor soccer and have formed very intense
rivalries in this sport. New Hampshire could gain much prestige
by entering into this sport.
At New Hampshire there are all too few athletics for the stu
dents to participate in. Right now we have the major sports of
football, basketball, and baseball. T o this we can add several other
sports such as hockey, tennis, lacrosse, skiing, track and field, and
golf. There are other sports that are equally important such as wrest
ling, boxing, swimming, gymnastics, and many others. Soccer can al
so be added to this list of have nots here at UNH. Since at the pres
ent time we do have a non-sponsored soccer team and do not have
the others, or what is even more likely the facilities for them, we
might as well use the resources that we have at hand. The soccer
team would be happy at the present moment to have a little more
equipment. These could be furnished by the school. They need
soccer boots and stockings. These are much needed items, as they
are about all the protection that the players have. They were fur
nished this year with a soccerball by Theta Kappa Phi fraternity.
These are just a few of the essentials that are needed.
W e should not be satisfied to give this little heralded team, who
by the way have not lost a game in two years, the bare necessities.
W e should go all the way and make soccer a recognized sport at the
University of New Hampshire.
The cry of the Army nurses who came
int» the hospital wards to give hypo in
jections was “ Bottoms Up.” One popu
lar nurse’s patients chipped in at Christ
mastime to buy her a present, which they
tagged: “ To the best rear gunner in the
outfiit.’
— The Reader’s Digest

“ Anyone who likes people—and sell
ing—would like my job.”
*

*

*

Why not find out about career oppor
tunities for you in the Bell Telephone
Companies? Talk with the Bell inter
viewer when he visits your campus.
And, meanwhile, read the Bell Tele
phone booklet on file in your Place
ment Office.

K e e p On Y o u r
T o e s W ith
N O Q O Z
Now that you’ve got yourself
in to c o lle g e , le t sa fe , h and y
NoDoz tablets help you get out.
H a rm le ss N o D o z h e lp s you
keep alert through long, late
cram m ing sessions . . . keeps
you on your toes during exams.
NoDoz tablets are safe as coffee

Bob Schropp holds frequent training sessions (left) to polish sales techniques. At right, he points out
some advantages of a key telephone to a custom er while on a field coaching visit with one of his salesmen.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

and much more convenient.

m

m

Vermont And Mass.
Threat To UConn
With the most serious threat to its
eight year reign as champions of the
Yankee Conference expected to come from
Vermont and Massachusetts, the Univer
sity of Connecticut basketball team will
open its defense of its title when it meets
New Hampshire at Storrs on Tuesday,
Dec 9th. A full schedule of 30 games is
set for the six New England state Uni
versities with each team meeting the other
twice during the campaign.
The UConns, whose only loss in con
ference play last year was a stunning
85-81 defeat by last place Rhode Island,
have received two discouraging setbacks
already but still have the overall strength
to be rated as favorites to capture the
title. First, Ball Schmidt, 6-7 senior
from Hartford, withdrew from school
and then A1 Cooper, 6-8 center, suffered
a broken hand in pre-season practice and
is expected to be out of action during the
December games.
Vermont did not lose anyone from last
year’s team, which had a season’s record
of 15 victories and 10 defeats and was
five and five in the conference. In addi
tion, Charlie Isles, who averaged 15 points
per game for the Catamounts two years
ago, has returned to' the team after a
year’s absence.
Massachusetts has a well balanced
group of veterans returning while Maine
under its new coach, Brian McCall, could
be the dark horse of the League. The
Black Bears have nine members of last
year’s team available plus a number of
promising sophomores from a team which
won 14 and lost none as a freshman
group a year ago.
New Hampshire stock is improving
while Rhode Island, which received added
woes when its small squad was further
depleted when one varsity member and
one promising freshman withdrew, could
be the spolies.
The Yankee Conference schedule fol(continued on page 8)
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Newman Club Holds UNH Morgans Cop
Annual Sports Nite Honors At Eastern
States Fair In 1958

The third annual sports night was held
by the Newman Club right before vaca
tion. It was highlighted by the third pre
sentation of the trophy .for outstanding
sportsmanship. This award was given to
the senior who during football season dis
played the most outstanding sportsman
ship. The winner was picked by the foot
ball team. Bob Sylvia was this year’s
award winner.
Bob has been playing football for the
past three years. He hails from Middleboro, Mass., and attended Middleboro high
before coming to New Hampshire. He won
his letter last year and was one of the
outstanding reserve centers on the club.
Bob is a member of Lambda Chi fraterni
ty and majors in government.
In the past the Newman Club sports
manship award has been given to George
Gardner, 58, and Alton Amidon, 57.
The Sports night was attended by Jock
Makenzie, the sportcaster of W T S N in
Dover, Carl Lundholm, athletic director
of UNH , Chief Boston, Pepper Martin,
both members of the New Hampshire

Pascucci, Kennedy, Sylvia, Trouville, Rev. O’Connor

More people keep going back
for Camels than any other
cigarette today. The Camel
blend of costly tobaccos has
never been equalled for rich
flavor and easygoing mild
ness. T od a y as alw ays,
the best tobacco makes the
best smoke.
By-pass the fads
and fancy stuff

...

Have a real
cigarettehave a CAMEL

By Rodney Gould

Joan took the young mare to camp
with her for two months this summer and
to her home three weeks preceding the
Exposition. She has also trained Gayman
since his birth, including the summer
session at Camp Marlyn in Andover, New
Hampshire.
Miss Kathy Oliver, also a Junior in
Animal
Science,
accompanied
Miss
Wheeler to Eastern States to assist in
the fitting and showing of the horses.
UNH Gayman copped the Junior Reserye Championship of the show. The
University offered joint ownership of this
out standing colt to Orcland Farms of
West Newbury last year at the Uni
versity Riding Club sponsored horse
show. U N H Gayman is the only off
spring of the well-known stallion Orc
land Gayman who was lost in a fire at
Orcland Farms last January.

The popularity of the University of
New Hampshire’s Morgan horses con
tinues to grow year after year. This
popularity can be attributed to three
facts. They are: first, their record in the
show ring, secondly, the fact that they
are continually admired by a number of
campus visitors every day, and thirdly,
and probably the most important fact —
the enthusiasm and interest exhibited by
those students who spend all of their free
1959 Show Plans Now Underway
time preparing, training, and working the
University Morgans to the extent that
Plans for the University Riding Club
they can compete against the best.
sponsored Class C Horse Show are
underway again this year. The Universi
Sure of Success
ty Show was classified as the outstanding
^So sure were two students that the Show of the circuit in the State of New
U N H Morgans were outstanding that Hampshire during the 1958 season by the
they requested, again this year, permis New Hampshire Horse and Trail Asso
sion to show them at the Eastern States ciation.
Exposition, volunteering their time, labor,
The Riding Club held a combined
and travel expenses to compete there.
business meeting and Christmas party
The fruits of their efforts did not go un December 3rd at Scammell Hall in Dur
noticed, and rightly so, for in three out
ham, for the purposes of setting up the
of the five classes they entered, the Uni
committees for the spring horse show. It
versity Morgans copped a Junior Reserve is hoped that all of the members of the
Championship, plus' a first and second Riding Club will attend all meetings for
place. They exhibited three horses in the
there is a job for everyone interested in
Morgan breeding classes, competing with
working on the endeavor.
others from the University of Connecti
cut, Massachusetts, and Vermont.
Animal Science Juniors
The two students were Miss Joan
Wheeler, of Canterbury, New Hampshire
IN T R A M U R A L F O O T B A L L
and Miss Kathy Oliver, of Middleton,
A L L STAR TE A M S
Massachusetts. Both are Juniors, major
League “A ”
ing in Animal Science. Miss Wheeler
trained both the yearling filly, Carolene, Ends:
Smilikis, Jones
and the March 1958 colt, U N H Gayman.
She showed the filly Carolene, to the Tackles:
Sullivan, Photopolis
Junior Reserve Championship in last
year’s show and won a record place with Center:
her again this year.
Dulude
According to Professor Loring V. Tir- Backs:
Hadley, Narkunas, Marx Gregorios
rell, Chairman of the Department of Ani
mal Science at the University, not a day
League “ B”
passed during the year without compan
ionship between these two, plus persistent Ends:
Kuchinski, Nettie
training of the filly.
Tackles:
coaching staff and Paul Sweet, track
Lonigan, Aronosian
and field coach. The actual presentation Center:
was _ made by Bozo Kennedy the viceLamothe
president of Newman Club.
(continued on page 8)

Intramurals

“ I f he should get by you, Emma,
double back for the Camels! ”

E . J. Keynolds Tob. C o., W inston-Salen.T J/C .

TO K N O W M O R E A B O U T }
YOURSELF —A N S W E R
I
T H E SE Q U E S T IO N S ! * /
Do you try to keep from getting
angry because you feel that emotion
can interfere with your judgment?

Do you like to “ show your stuff”
when you know you are really good
at something?

Can you honestly say you like to be
entirely independent of others in
most things you do?

In the morning, do you carefully
choose a tie, matching jacket, etc.,
instead of grabbing the first thing
you see in the closet?

YES

□□
1
□
□□
□□
NO

I---

YES j__| NO

YES

YES

NO

NO

When you are criticized do you
stop to analyze the 'Criticism
before retorting?

Do you sometimes go to a public
event, such as a football game,
even if you have to go alone?

In a discussion, do you like to go
on record early with a definite
viewpoint of your own?

Are you able to stay cheerful
even when you are alone for a
considerable time?

Do you ignore extravagant
claims and think for yourself
when making your choice of
filter cigarette?

The fact is, men and women who think for
themselves usually smoke VICEROY. Their
reason? Best in the world. They know only
VICEROY has a thinking man’s filter and a
smoking man’s taste.

*If you have answered Yes to 6 of the above
questions. . . well, you do think for yourself!
© 1958, Brown & William son Tobacco Corp.

The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows—

Familiar
pack or
crushproof
box.
O N L Y V IC E R O Y H A S A T H IN K IN G M A N ’S
F IL T E R . . . A S M O K IN G M A N ’S T A S T E !

T H E N E W H A M P S H IR E , D E C E M B E R 4, 1958

P A G E E IG H T

Music Department
Plans Entertaining
Christmas Concert
Tableaux & Dance Numbers
Add Variety To Program
O f Choral Music
The annual Christmas Concert, spon
sored by the Department of Music will
be presented on Wednesday, December
10 and Thursday, December 11 at 8:00
p.m. in New Hampshire Hall.
Helping with the preparations are
Susan Mangam and Roland Taylor, both
students of the Arts. Professor John
Hatch is supervisor and is providing
decorations for New Hampshire Hall.
Tableaux of The Three Kings, The Three
Shepherds, The Adoration and Christmas
Eve have been created by Professor J.
Donald Batcheller and Professor Alex
S. Finlayson with the assistance of mem
bers of Mask and Dagger.
A special dance number given by the
Dance Club under the direction of Pa
tricia Albett will be one of the main at
tractions. Music will be provided for
the Dance Club by the University’s Sym
phony Orchestra.
Three Colleges Represented
Three hundred students representing
the three colleges of the University will
participate in the program. The evening’s
music will be presented by the University
Symphony Orchestra, Men’s and W om 
en’s Glee Clubs, and Concert Choir and
will include popular carols, as well as
compositions written especially for the
Christmas season.
This year a new number in manuscript
form “ T H IS IS T H E M O N T H ” , writ,
ten by Professor Robert W . Manton of
the Department of Music, will receive its
first public presentation.
The final number of the program will
be “ Hallelujah I” from the “ M E S S IA H ”
by Handel. At this time the Symphony
Orchestra will accompany the three choral
units as they blend into one big chorus.
Tickets Available Today
Admission charge will be 75 cents.
There will be no reserved tickets. The
public is urged to come early. Tickets
will go on sale Thursday, December 4
at the College Shop, the Wildcat and the
Bookstore and also at the ticket office at

Need A Haircut?
UNIVERSITY
BARBER SHOP

Vermont and Mass. . . .
(continued from page 6)
lows: Dec. 6—'New Hampshire at Ver
mont; 9, New Hampshire at Connecticut;
12, Vermont at Maine; 15, Massachusetts
at Connecticut; 16, New Hampshire at
Rhode Island.
Jan. 2, Rhode Island at Vermont; 3,
Rhode Island at Vermont; 6, Connecti
cut at Maine; 8, Vermont at New Hamp
shire; 10, New Hampshire at Massachus
etts; 13, Connecticut at New Hampshire;
17, Vermont at Connecticut; 30, Maine
at Rhode Island; 31, Maine at Connecti
cut, and Bermont at Massachusetts.
Feb. 6, Massachusetts at Maine; 7,
Massachusetts at Maine; and Connecti
cut at Vermont; 11, Massachusetts at
Rhode Island, and Maine at New Hamp
shire ; 14, Rhode Island at Conneticut,
and Massachusetts at Vermont; 16, Con
necticut at Massachusetts; 17, New
Hampshire at M aine; 20, Rhode Island at
New Hampshire; 21, Rhode Island at
Maine; 25, Massachusetts at New Hamp
shire ; 28, Massachusetts at Rhode Is
land ; and March 4, Connecticut at Rhode
Island.

Art Winners . . .

The US Air Force
Seeks New Recruits
The United States Air Force is seek
ing female officers to serve as W A F
(Womens Air Force) officers. Coeds who
will receive their degree this year can
receive a direct commission as a second
lieutenant providing they can meet A F
physical and mental requirements. W om 
en students who have two years of col
lege may apply for a direct appointment
to the Officer’s Candidate School.
Male students interested in flying in
the United States Air Force pilots or
navigators may apply for aviation cadet
training. Requirements for this program
include mental and physical examinations
and a high school education. Those appli
cants with a semester or more of college
education will receive preference over
those who have none.

Intramurals . . .
(continued from page 7)
Backs:
Myerson, Cross Fairchild
Gillespie

(continued from page 1)
League “ C”
ings, “ March Blizzard” by John W . Ends:
Hatch and “ Hope Bay” by Russell GerProvencal, Lonezak
mond. When a drawing can do this, I Tackles:
suspect it is exceptionally fine.”
Kohler, Maynard
Center:
Traveling Art Show Planned
Rau
Another important part of the N. H.
Art Association is the traveling art show Backs:
Tompkins, Van Ledgy, Hill,
that goes to colleges, museums, and art
Queen
centers in New Hampshire, Maine, and
Massachusetts. The opening of the tour
will be at this University in January. The
traveling show, which is juried by mem
bers of the Art Association, will consist
The Student Senate meeting was
of 60 pictures, including most of what is
called to order at 7 :30 p.m., Monday,
in the show at the Currier now.
This University is well-represented at December 1, 1958.
Suggestions were made for H i-U
the Currier Exhibition. In addition to the
three award winners, others also entered Day next year. It was stated that many
the contest. John Laurent, another mem students, not even intending to enter
ber of the Art Department here; sub college, take advantage of this oppor
mitted an oil painting entitled “ Ship and tunity just to miss a day of school.
Bottle.” Mr. Laurent is also having his Also that students should be. selected
own show at the Kraushaar Galleries, more carefully and should be on cam
1055 Madison Avenue, New York 28, pus for a shorter time.
Clyde Coolidge announced that a
New York, from November 24 to D e
limited supply of polio vaccine is avail
cember 13.
Two students also competed in the able free of charge at the H ood House.
An amendment to the Student Sen
show: Donald Labranche, an oil painting
“ Spring ’58” and Clifford Engelhardt, a ate constitution, Article 3, Section 19,
woodcut “ Four Birds.” Herbert Lourie paragraph 3, was suggested. It is: the
and Christopher Cook, former instructors three cut system should be extended to
here, entered the contest too, the former’s W om en ’s Rules Committee for Senate.
entry being a wood block entitled “ Moon On a fourth cut in one year the Sen
Trees” and the latter’s being an oil paint ator would be dropped from the Senate
and the W om en ’ s Rules Committee.
ing entitled “ Spring Landscape.”
This is to be acted upon at the next
N ew ' Hampshire Hall both nights of the Student Senate meeting, Decem ber 15,
1958.
performance from 7 :00-8:00 p.m.
A motion was made to request the
Audience participation in. a community
sing of Christmas Carols will follow the presence of Scott Blakey, Editor of
the N E W H A M P SH IR E at the next
evening program.
As a prelude to the Christmas Concert Student Senate Meeting. The Senators
there will be a Christmas Carol concert are going to ask for an explanation or
played on the University Carillon from a clarification of recent editorials, con
cerning the Senate.
7 :30-7:50 each evening.

Coeds . . .

Angel;

(continued from page 1)
graduate and attain a cumulative average
of 2.5.
The Angels came into being in 1951
at the University of Omaha. The New
Hampshire chapter began in the spring
of 1956 and at present there are over
twenty chapters throughout the country.
Members are easily recognized by their
stylish uniforms navy blue skirt, light
blue blouse and white blazer with the
Angel Flight arm band.
In their role as Pease Air Auxiliary,
the Angels act as hostesses at Air Force
R O TC functions, and welcome Air Force
visitors to the campus. Monthly meetings
are held and invited speakers give the
members information about the Air Force
and Air Force life.
On Thursday, October 30, the Angels
were honored by the Air Force R O TC at
the University. Colonel James H. Starbuck, PA S at Durham, invited the Senior
members of the Angel Flight to review
the joint Air Force — Army R O TC par
ade at Memorial Field on the campus.
Those selected for the honor w ere: Ann
Withered, president; Mary Moore, vicepresident; Jane Frisbee, secretary; Mar
cia Dustan, Sandra Leighton Kimball,

(continued from page 1)
The members of Angel Flight act as
hostesses for functions held by Pease Air
Society. The purpose of Angel Flight is.
to educate girls on the subject of mili
tary custom and protocol.
Members of Angel Flight learned more
about military life in a recent tour o f
Pease Air Force Base. The girls were
given a pre-flight briefing similar to those
given to plane crews before flight. They
were also shown some of the global sur
vival equipment carried by the Strategic
Air Command. A tour through the pilot
training center was another feature of
the afternoon’s trip.
Officers of Angel Flight are Anne
Witherall, President; Mary Moore, VicePresident; Jane Frisbee, Secretary; and
Carol McKenzie, treasurer.
Carol MacKenzie, Mary Alice O ’Neil,
Mary Jo Price, Betty Truelson and
Martha Williams.
The Angels will make a tour of Pease
Air Force Base on November 18, and
will visit the flight line, altitude chamber
and base headquarters. Faculty advisors
to the Angel Flight are Colonel Starbuck, Captain James L. Thompson and
Captain Theodore J. Finnegan.

Q U fO te tte J iu fh te fr

Senate Reports

Extended to
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Bring 10 empty Camels, Winston,
or Salem packages and 50c to

INFORMATION RECEPTION DESK
Memorial Union
to obtain your light

THEY SAID IT COULDN’T BE DONE - BUT TODAYS L&M GIVES YOU-

stars
ore taste
DON'T SETTLE FOR ONE WITHOUT THE OTHERl
Such an improved filter and more taste! Better
taste than in any other cigarette. Yes, today’s IfM combines these two essentials
of modern smoking enjoyment —less tars and more taste —in one great cigarette.
Change to L&M and get ’em both.

THEY SAID IT COULDN’T BE DONE!
Who would believe you could get college
cred its by watching TV? But television now
offers daily classes in atom ic physics —
and over 300 colleges and universities across
the nation are giving cred it for TV courses.

LIGGETT

LIGHT INTO T H A T LIVE MODERN FLAVOR!
LIGGETT & M YERS TOBACCO CO., 1958

